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Vibrational echo spectroscopy: Spectral selectivity
from vibrational coherence

K. D. Rector, David Zimdars,a) and M. D. Fayerb)

Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 18 March 1998; accepted 25 June 1998!

Theory and experimental data are presented which illustrate a new method for performing
two-dimensional vibrational spectroscopy using ultrafast pulsed infrared lasers, called vibrational
echo spectroscopy~VES!. The VES technique can generate a vibrational spectrum with background
suppression using the nonlinear vibrational echo pulse sequence. The vibrational echo pulse
sequence is used with the delay between the excitation pulses fixed while the excitation wavelength
is varied. A detailed theory of VES is presented which calculates the full third order nonlinear
polarization including rephasing and nonrephasing diagrams. Finite width laser pulses are used and
the calculations are performed for a model spectrum with two or more peaks. Two mechanisms that
can result in background and peak suppression are illustrated. The mechanisms are based on
differences in homogeneous dephasing times (T2) or transition dipole matrix element magnitudes.
Although the VES line shape differs from the absorption line shape, it is possible to recover the
absorption line shape from the VES. The method is demonstrated experimentally on the vibrational
mode of CO~center at 1945 cm21! bound to the active site of the protein myoglobin~Mb-CO!. The
protein and solvent produce a large absorption background while the VES spectrum of Mb-CO is
background free. Calculations are able to reproduce the experimental Mb-CO VES line shape.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01137-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, detailed theoretical calculations and
first experimental data using a new ultrafast infrared~IR!
pulse technique, vibrational echo spectroscopy~VES! are
presented. The VES technique can generate a vibrati
spectrum with background suppression using the nonlin
vibrational echo pulse sequence. The vibrational echo is
experimental technique that can extract the vibrational
mogeneous line shape even from a massively inhomo
neously broadened vibration line. Recently, vibrational e
oes have been applied to the study of liquids, glasses,
proteins.1–5 VES is a utilization of vibrational echoes to me
sure spectra rather than dynamics. This technique is
form of two-dimensional vibrational spectroscopy. In th
case, the two independently variable parameters are the
delay between the laser pulses and the center frequenc
the laser.

Background suppression in VES is in some respe
analogous to NMR background suppression techniques.6,7 In
both types of spectroscopy, coherent sequences of pulse
used to remove unwanted spectral features. In the las
years, nuclear magnetic resonance and other magnetic
nance spectroscopies have had an enormous impact in
area of molecular structure, chemical dynamics, a
biological/medical imaging. The advent of the spin echo,
first NMR coherent pulse technique, in 1950,8 greatly en-
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hanced the utility of NMR. The spin echo is the precursor
the sophisticated pulse techniques that have been devel
subsequently.

Infrared absorption spectroscopy has a much longer
tory, dating back to Newton’s discovery of infrared radiatio
in the early 1700’s. Infrared absorption spectroscopy
a powerful technique for obtaining molecular structural
formation. In the region of the spectrum conventiona
called the midinfrared, there are usually a large number
absorbances, which arise from fundamental, overtone,
combination band transitions. An absorption spectrum p
vides information about bonding, anharmonicity, solvent
teractions, and dynamics. However, even moderate s
molecules can generate spectra with a large number of pe
For a large molecule, such as a protein, or a solute i
complex solvent, the spectrum may become so crowded
clean observation of the spectral feature of interest can
come difficult. In principle, the solvent spectrum can be su
tracted out by taking a background spectrum with the solv
alone. However, when the species of interest is in low c
centration, accurately performing background subtraction
nontrivial.9

In complex molecular systems, such as proteins a
other biological molecules, spectral bandwidths tend to
wide compared to the spacing between the bands. The s
tral congestion produces broad features, which make st
tural assignments and quantitative IR absorption spect
copy measurements difficult.10,11 There are a number o
mathematical techniques that can narrow an absorp

12

,

line. However, the absorbance width and shape provides
information on solute–solvent interactions and, possibly, dy-
il:

5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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namics, making pure mathematical line narrowing te
niques useful but not a perfect solution to the problem
congested spectra.

VES, as detailed below, can reduce or remove unwan
absorption and still return the line position and the line wid
and shape of the spectral features of interest under ce
circumstances. However, because of the relative difficulty
obtaining ultrafast IR pulses, coherent pulsed IR spect
copy in condensed matter systems is a relatively new fiel13

There are a number of multiresonant four-wave mixi
techniques that have recently been demonstrated inclu
singly or doubly vibrationally enhanced Raman spectr
copy, and vibrationally enhanced infrared spectroscop14

VES is a resonant, degenerate, four-wave mixing techniq
This technique has the advantage that only a single l
source is needed for the experiments. Further, VES only
volves the ground state potential of the molecules of inter
Excitation of electronic modes can significantly perturb t
molecules and their interactions with the solvent, possi
adding artifacts to the measured line shape.

In VES, line selectivity can be achieved because nea
transitions can have different homogeneous dephasing t
or substantially different transition dipole moments. If t
background absorption, which can be a broad, essent
continuous absorption or undesired peaks, has homogen
dephasing times,T2

b ~where the superscriptb indicates back-
ground!, short compared to theT2 of the lines of interest,
then VES can use the time evolution of the system to d
criminate against the unwanted features. The time,t, be-
tween the pulses in the vibrational echo sequence is set
that it is long compared toT2

b but short compared toT2 . The
vibrational echo signal from the background will have d
cayed to zero while the signal from the desired peaks will
nonzero. Scanning the IR wavelength of the vibrational e
excitation pulses will generate a spectrum in which the ba
ground is removed. If the background is composed of a
tual continuum of overtones and combination bands, wh
the peak of interest is a fundamental, it is likely thatT2

b

,T2 .
It is also possible to discriminate against the backgrou

based on the relative strengths of the transitions even w
T2

b>T2 . Absorption is proportional tomm2 while the echo
signal is proportional tom2m8, wherem is the concentration
of the species andm is the transition dipole matrix elemen
If the background is composed of a very high concentrat
of weak absorbers~m large, m small! and the spectral fea
tures of interest are in low concentration but are strong
sorbers~m small, m large!, the background absorption ca
overwhelm the desired features while the vibrational ec
spectrum suppresses the background and enhances th
evant peaks. This situation can occur if the backgrou
arises from combination bands and overtones of the sol
while the relevant peaks are low concentration fundamen
An example like this is presented below where the CO
brational spectrum of myoglobin-CO~Mb-CO! is examined
against a background of the protein and solvent absorpti

In the following, the basic theory of vibrational ech

5456 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
spectroscopy is outlined in Sec. II. The theory involves ca
culating the third order nonlinear polarization for laser pulse
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with finite bandwidths and for a spectrum with several line
Each spectral line can arise from a species with a partic
concentration and transition dipole matrix element and a p
ticular line width determined by the extent of homogeneo
and inhomogeneous broadening. In Sec. III, model calcu
tions are presented for two lines that illustrate the conditio
for which a broad background or a sharp spectral feature
be suppressed. The relationship between the vibrational e
line shape and the absorption line shape is discussed. In
IV, the experimental procedures used for VES of Mb-CO a
briefly outlined, and in Sec. V, the VES of Mb-CO is pre
sented and compared to calculations.

II. VIBRATIONAL ECHO SPECTROSCOPY THEORY

The IR absorption spectrum is related to the two-tim
correlation function using Fourier transformation:15–18

I ~v!5T @C~t!#5
1

2p E
2`

`

dte2 ivt^m~t!•m* ~0!&, ~1!

wherem~t! is the transition dipole moment at timet. The
decay of the correlation function arises from both homo
neous and inhomogeneous dephasing. Absorption spec
copy cannot distinguish between these dephasing me
nisms. The total line shape is the convolution of t
homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths. The ma
tude of absorption as a function of frequency is given
Beer’s Law:

A~v!5(
i , j

e i j ~v!mil , ~2!

whereA(v) is the absorption at frequencyv; e i j (v) is the
molar absorbtivity or the extinction coefficient of thej th
transition of thei th species.e has units of M21 cm21, and is
related to the transition dipole matrix element squared.19 mi

is the concentration of thei th species in the sample, and l
the length of the sample. For thej th transition of thei th
species, the absorption is

A5e i j mi l}um i j u2mil , ~3!

wherem i j is the transition dipole matrix element of thej th
transition of thei th species.

The vibrational echo is an IR time-domain nonline
technique that removes inhomogeneity from a vibratio
line shape. It is the vibrational equivalent of a spin echo
magnetic resonance8 and a photon echo in electronic excit
tion spectroscopy.20,21

The vibrational echo experiment involves a two pul
excitation sequence. The first pulse excites each solute m
ecules’ vibration into a superposition state, which is a m
ture of thev50 and v51 vibrational states. Each vibra
tional superposition has a microscopic electric dipo
associated with it. This dipole oscillates at the vibration
transition frequency. Immediately after the first pulse, all
the microscopic dipoles in the excitation volume oscillate
phase. Because there is an inhomogeneous distributio
vibrational transition frequencies, the dipoles oscillate w

Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
l-
s
some distribution of frequencies. Thus the initial phase rela-
tionship is very rapidly lost. This effect is the free induction
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decay. After a time,t, a second pulse, traveling along a pa
making an angle,u, with that of the first pulse, passe
through the sample. This second pulse changes the p
factors of each vibrational superposition state in a man
that initiates a rephasing process. At time 2t, the ensemble of
superposition states is rephased. The phased array of m
scopic dipoles behaves as a macroscopic oscillating di
which generates an additional IR pulse of light, called
vibrational echo. The vibrational echo pulse propaga
along a path that makes an angle, 2u, with that of the first
pulse. Subsequently, a free induction decay again dest
the phase relationships, so only a temporally short puls
light is generated.

The rephasing at 2t removes the effects of the inhomo
geneous broadening.22 However, fast fluctuations arisin
from coupling of the vibrational mode of interest to the su
rounding environment cause the oscillation frequencies
fluctuate. Thus at 2t the rephasing is imperfect. Ast is in-
creased, the fluctuations produce increasingly large accu
lated phase errors among the microscopic dipoles at 2t, and
the signal amplitude of the vibrational echo is reduced.
measurement of the vibrational echo intensity versus the
lay time between the pulses is an echo decay curve. Thus
vibrational echo decay is related to the fluctuations in
vibrational frequencies, not the inhomogeneous spread
frequencies.

The two-pulse vibrational echo, and other line narrowi
techniques such as the photon echo,23 stimulated echo,24–26

and hole burning,27–30 eliminate the inhomogeneous contr
bution to the line shape and are described by four-time c
relation functions31,32,25of the form:

C~ t1 ,t2 ,t3!5^m* ~ t31t21t1!•m~ t21t1!•m~ t1!•m* ~0!&,
~4!

wheret1 , t2 , andt3 refer to three consecutive time interval
For a vibrational echo,t15t35t and t250, so the correla-
tion function simplifies to:

C~t!5^m* ~2t!•m~t!•m~t!•m* ~0!&. ~5!

In many cases, the vibrational echo signal decays as an
ponential with the correlation function decaying as

C~t!5expS 22t

T2
D , ~6!

whereT2 is the homogeneous dephasing time. The deca
the correlation function describes the decay of the samp
polarization. The signal in an echo decay experiment is
lated to the square of the absolute value of the polarizat
i.e.,

I ~t!5I ~0!expS 24t

T2
D . ~7!

~In some circumstances, the vibrational echo decay is
strictly exponential.33–35!

The correlation function in Eq.~5! is normally written
as a trace over three nested commutators of the di
operator with the density matrix using the Heisenbe

36

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
representation. This form yields eight terms in the total
correlation functions. Two of these terms give rise to th
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vibrational echo~rephasing echo diagrams! and two others
contribute to the signal neart50 ~nonrephasing grating
diagrams!.37 More details are given below.

The Fourier transform of the four-time dipole correlatio
function yields the homogeneous line shape

I ~v!5I@C~t!#5
1

2p E
2`

`

dte2 ivt^m* ~2t!•m~t!

•m~t!•m* ~0!&, ~8!

which for an exponential decay of the correlation functi
@Eq. ~6!# gives a Lorentzian line shape

I ~v!5I 0

T2

11~2pDn!2T2
2 . ~9!

Dn is the deviation from the center frequency. The Loren
ian line shape will have a FWHM of 1/(pT2).22

In a standard vibrational echo experiment, the wa
length of the IR light is fixed, and the delay,t, between the
excitation pulses is scanned. In VES,t is fixed and the wave-
length is scanned. In many calculations of electronic st
photon echo experiments, and other third order nonlinear
periments, the laser pulse is taken to be ad function in du-
ration. This greatly simplifies the mathematics, frequen
enabling analytical expressions to be obtained for the po
ization, and the signal. However, ad function pulse has an
infinite frequency spectrum, and, therefore, the calcula
signal is independent of the laser wavelength. To perform
VES calculation it is necessary to use a finite duration pu
which has a finite bandwidth. The actual shape of the vib
tional echo spectrum depends on the bandwidth of the la
pulse and the spectroscopic line shape. Several species
different concentrations, transition dipole moments, li
shapes, and homogeneous dephasing times can contribu
the signal. Therefore, VES calculations require determi
tion of the nonlinear polarization using procedures that c
accommodate these properties of real systems.

To calculate vibrational echo spectra, i.e., the vibratio
echo intensity as a function of laser wavelength, includ
the details of the sample and laser pulses used in a rea
periment, an efficient numerical algorithm for computing t
vibrational echo signal for laser pulses of finite duration
employed.38 In the experiment presented below, the pu
shapes are Gaussian, so the problem is considered for G
ian pulses although the calculations can be performed
other pulse shapes. The spectrum is calculated by num
cally evaluating all of the terms for the third order nonline
polarization that contribute to the signal in the vibration
echo geometry.38

In Eq. ~10! below, in general, there are three independ
fields, which may have differing spectral and temporal en
lopes. However, experimentally, a vibrational echo is p
formed using pulses that are split from a parent pulse. In
situation, the applied frequency for each field is identical a
the temporal envelopes only differ by a time shift,t. The four

5457Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
e
contributions to the polarization necessary to calculate the
signal in the vibrational echo phase matched direction for a
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two level system are shown in Fig. 1. As an example,
expression for one term ofP(3) arising from the diagram
denotedI in Fig. 1 is given by

P1
~3!5S 1

i\ D 3

mraa~0!mabmbamabmbaEk1
* Ek2

2 exp~ iks•r !

3E
2`

ts
dt3Gba~ ts2t3!$jk2

~ t32t!exp@2 iv l~ t32t!#%

3E
2`

t3
dt2Gbb~ t32t2!$jk2

~ t22t!

3exp@2 iv l~ t22t!#%E
2`

t2
dt1Gab~ t22t1!

3@jk1
~ t1!exp~ iv l t1!#. ~10!

raa(0) is the initial density matrix element for this quantu
pathway, I; mab is the transition dipole moment betwee
statesa andb; exp(iks•r ) describes the spatial characteristi
of the generated polarization; andGab(t92t8) is the Liou-
ville propagator that describes the evolution of the den
matrix elementrab between timest9 andt8. The laser pulses
are Gaussian wave packets withEki

, a complex coefficient
describing the maximum electric field of the plane wa
along wave vectork i , jk(t8), the slowly varying Gaussian
envelope of the laser pulse taken to be a plane wave
wave vector,k i , and exp(ivlt8), the high frequency compo
nent of the wave packet’s electromagnetic field alongk i with
frequencyv l , wherev l is the laser frequency.

In standard treatments of the third order polarization39

the density matrix is taken to have a trace of 1. Actually,

FIG. 1. Double sided Feynman diagrams for all contributions to a two p
four-wave mixing experiment in thekW s52kW22kW1 direction. The two vertical
lines represent the ket and the bra of the density matrix. Time increases
bottom to top. The arrows indicate interaction with the electromagnetic fi
from the corresponding pulse. To the left of the diagrams, the pulse
quence timing is shown. In the vibrational echo, the second and third in
action are in the second optical pulse soTw corresponds to the time betwee
two electric field interactions in the same pulse. Diagrams I and II contrib
to the true vibrational echo signal in that they are responsible for repha
of inhomogeneous broadening. For slow homogeneous dephasing, they
tribute to the signal at times long compared to zero delay time,t50. Dia-
grams III and IV only contribute to the polarization neart50.

5458 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
calculations are always for an ensemble ofN molecules con-
tained in the volume in which the radiation fields interac
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with the material. Therefore, the trace of density mat
should beN. For most purposes, this does not matter sinc
is the time dependence that is of interest and not the stre
of the signal. The number of molecules per unit interact
volume, N/V, is a number density or concentration. In th
context of VES, the relative concentrations of various s
cies play an important role. Therefore, in Eq.~10!, the trace
of density matrix is taken to be 1, but a concentration,m, is
explicitly included. Note that the third order polarization
proportional to the fourth power of the transition dipole m
trix element,m4, and is linear in the concentration,m, of the
species that interacts with the fields.

Diagrams I, II, III, and IV in Fig. 1 show the time or
dered quantum pathways which contribute to the third or
nonlinear polarization,P(3), in the vibrational echo phas
matched direction,ks52k22k1 , for a two level system
where the applied field at frequencyv l is resonant~within
the laser pulse bandwidth! with the transition frequencyvab .
Diagrams I and II have time ordered interactions which c
respond with the time ordering of the applied pulse seque
and are responsible for the true vibrational echo, i.e., reph
ing of the inhomogeneous broadening. Diagrams III and
have time ordered interactions which do not correspond
the ordering of the pulse sequence. These diagrams only
tribute to a nonzeroP(3) when the delay between the firs
and second pulses is short enough such that the electric
envelopes overlap. These diagrams only contribute to
signal around zero time delay between the pulses.40

Frequently, the contributions from diagrams III and I
are not included in describing echo decay experiments
cause the damping of the material response is slow comp
to the pulse duration. The information in the experiment
present in the decay, which extends many pulse durat
after the rising edge of the vibrational echo response. Ho
ever, in echo decay experiments in whichT2 is comparable
to the pulse duration, proper analysis of the decay requ
inclusion of diagrams III and IV.2,3,5 In the current applica-
tion, theory is used to calculate the vibrational echo sp
trum. VES is possible even whenT2 is fast compared to the
laser pulses since it is possible to have zero pulse delay,
the laser wavelength, and record the spectrum. Therefor
is necessary to include all four diagrams in the calculatio

For a single transition of one species, the total third
der polarization is the sum of the third order polarizatio
from each of the four diagrams shown in Fig. 1:

Ptot
~3!5 (

N51

IV

PN
~3! . ~11!

To calculate the vibrational echo observable for a fixed la
frequency,v l , P(3) must be integrated over the inhomog
neous line,g(vba) and then the modulus square of the res
must be integrated over all time since the observable is
integrated intensity of the echo pulse,

I s~t,v l !}E`

dtsU E`

dvbag~vba!Ptot
~3!~vba ,ts ,v l !U2

.

e
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t is the separation between the two laser pulses. The num
cal calculation of the vibrational echo spectrum with realis
laser pulse envelopes and realistic material properties
volves a five-dimensional integral. This is the situation fo
single transition of a single species. In general, there are
or more spectroscopic lines with independentP(3). The con-
tribution from each transition of each species must
summed at the polarization level

I s~t,v l !}E
2`

`

dtsU(
i , j

F E
0

`

dvab
i , j gi , j~vab

i , j !

3Ptot,i , j
~3! ~vab

i , j ,ts ,v l !GU2

, ~13!

wherei is the label for the species andj is the label for the
j th transition of thei th species. It is necessary to distingui
between transitions on different species since the spe
may have different concentrations as well as the transiti
having distinct line shapes,gi , j (vab

i , j ), and transition dipole
matrix elements,mab

i , j .
In the calculations that are presented below, the la

pulse shapes and the inhomogeneous line shapes are G
ian. The homogeneous line shapes are Lorentzians.

III. MODEL CALCULATIONS

In this section a variety of model calculation are pr
sented to illustrate various features of VES. The calculati
are performed using Eq.~13!. Comparisons are made to co
responding calculated absorption spectra. The calculat
demonstrate peak and background suppression using V
Suppression based on differences in transition dipole ma
elements and based on differences inT2 are both illustrated.
While the VES line shape is not the same as that obtai
from an absorption spectrum, it is shown that it is possible
recover the absorption line shape from a vibrational e
spectrum. In Sec. V, the same calculation procedures
applied to the experimental vibrational echo spectrum of
CO stretching mode of myoglobin-CO.

Figure 2 displays calculated absorption spectra and
brational echo spectra. The calculations are for a hypoth
cal solvent/solute system in which there is a low concen
tion strongly absorbing solute and a high concentrat
weakly absorbing solvent. Figure 2A displays the absorpt
spectra of the solvent and solute. The peak centered at 2
cm21 is from the solvent which has a relative concentrat
of unity and a relative transition dipole moment of unity. T
peak centered at 1900 cm21 is from the solute which has
relative concentration of 1024 and has a relative transitio
dipole moment of 100. Thus the two peaks have the sa
absorbance@see Eq.~3!#. The vibrational echo spectra ar
shown in the Fig. 2B and 2C. The calculations were p
formed for the delay timet50. Both peaks are taken to hav
15 cm21 and 1 cm21 inhomogeneous and homogeneous lin
widths, respectively. The laser pulse bandwidth is 1 cm21. In
Fig. 2B, the vibrational echo spectrum of the solute is la
while that of the solute is undetectable. In Fig. 2C, the c

8

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
culation shown in 2B has been multiplied by a factor of 10.
The spectrum of the solvent is now visible. For the param
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eters used, the vibrational echo spectrum of the solven
reduced 108 relative to that of the solute. As can be seen
Eq. ~10!, the vibrational echo polarization depends on t
transition dipole matrix element to the forth power,m4, and
it is linear in the concentration,m}r(0). At thesignal level,
the vibrational echo signal is proportional tom2m8 for each
species while the absorption spectrum is proportional
mm2. For the solutem is 1024 while m is 102 relative to the
solvent. While the solute and solvent optical densities
identical, the solute vibrational echo spectrum is 108 greater
in magnitude then the solvent spectrum.

Figure 3 displays model calculations for a system with
broad strong solvent absorption and a narrow weak so
absorption. The abscissa is centered about the peak o
solute spectrum. Figure 3A is an absorption spectrum.
parameters have been selected so that the broad solut
sorption is 100 times stronger than the solute absorption.
inset shows a magnified view of the solute absorption. F
ures 3B and C show background free vibrational echo sp
tra demonstrating two mechanisms of solvent backgro
suppression. In Fig. 3B the spectrum is taken witht50, and
the suppression occurs because the solute has a largem but
small concentration relative to the solvent. This is analog
to the peak suppression shown in Fig. 2. The suppres
occurs because of them2m8 dependence of the vibrationa
echo spectrum versus themm2 dependence of the absorptio
spectrum. This situation may be encountered in real syst

FIG. 2. Illustration of VES peak suppression. The system consists of a p
at 1900 cm21 and one at 2000 cm21, both with an absorbance of 1. The pea
at 2000 cm21 arises from a hypothetical concentration and transition dip
matrix element such that the total absorbance is 1. The peak at 190021

arises from a concentration reduced by 1024 and transition dipole increased
by 100 relative to the other peak, also yielding an absorbance of 1.~A! The
calculated absorption spectrum.~B! The calculated VES spectrum. The hig
concentration, small transition dipole moment peak is suppressed.~C! A 108

magnification of~B! shows the echo signal of the suppressed peak.

5459Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
-
in which the peak of interest is a solute fundamental while
the background consists of overtones and combination bands
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of the solvent. This is the situation in the experiments p
sented in Sec. V.

Figure 3C is an example ofT2 suppression. The solut
and solventm andm were selected to give similar vibrationa
echo signals att50. However, in this case, the soluteT2

510 ps and the solventT251 ps. The pulse delay ist
55 ps. BecauseT2 for the solvent is fast andT2 for the
solute is slow, it is possible to select a delay time at wh
the solvent vibrational echo decay is essentially comp
while the solute vibrational echo signal is still significa
@see Eq.~7!#. The result is background suppression based
the dynamics of the system rather than on the static pro
ties ofm andm. If the peak of interest is a fundamental of th
solute while the background is basically a continuum
overtone and combination bands of the solvent,T2 suppres-
sion can be viable.T2 suppression of the background
equivalent toT2 image enhancement in magnetic resona
imaging.

Figure 4 illustrates the nature ofT2 suppression by pre
senting vibrational echo spectra for two spectral lines w
different T2’s as a function of delay time. One of the line
has a very shortT251 ps and a broad inhomogeneous lin

FIG. 3. Figure 3 displays model calculations for a system with a br
strong solvent absorption and a narrow weak solute absorption. The abs
is centered about the peak of the solute spectrum.~A! is the absorption
spectrum. The parameters have been selected so that the broad solve
sorption is 100 times stronger than the solute absorption. The inset sho
magnified view of the solute absorption.~B! and~C! show background free
vibrational echo spectra demonstrating two mechanisms of solvent b
ground suppression. In~B! the spectrum is taken witht50, and the sup-
pression occurs because the solute has a largem but small concentration
relative to the solvent.~C! is an example ofT2 suppression. The solute an
solventm andm were selected to give similar vibrational echo signals at
50. However, in this case, the soluteT2510 ps and the solventT251 ps.
The pulse delay ist55 ps. BecauseT2 for the solvent is fast andT2 for the
solute is slow, it is possible to select a delay time at which the solv
vibrational echo spectrum is eliminated while the solute vibrational e
spectrum is still significant.

5460 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
width. This broad line contributes the vast majority of the
signal ~99.9%! at t50 because of the values used for the
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parameters,m and m. The other line has a significantl
longerT2510 ps and a narrower inhomogeneous linewid
For both absorption bands, the inhomogeneous linewid
are large compared to the homogeneous linewidths. I
manner similar to Fig. 3, an absorption spectrum would sh
only the broad line. The four curves displayed in Fig. 4 a
vibrational echo spectra calculated for four different de
times,t. Each of the four curves has been scaled so tha
has the same height at line center although the maxim
magnitude of the spectrum decreases ast increases. Curve A
is the calculated vibrational echo spectrum att50.1 ps. The
spectrum is essentially the spectrum of the fastT2 line.
Curve B is calculated witht52 ps. The influence of the
slower T2 line is becoming visible. At this delay time, th
polarization generated by the fastT2 line has dropped while
the polarization generated by the slowT2 line is almost un-
changed. In curve C (t55 ps), the signal from the fastT2

line is smaller than that of the slowT2 line. Finally, in curve
D (t510 ps), the polarization produced by fastT2 line is
virtually zero. While the vibrational echo signal from th
slow T2 line is reduced, this narrow inhomogeneous line n
totally dominates the spectrum. This is an ideal example
which the differences inT2 are large enough that the un
wanted line can be completely suppressed. If theT2’s are not
too different, a spectrum such as curve C may be produ
The buried line is revealed and the background is partia
suppressed. Considerable information can be extracted f
such a spectrum. As discussed below, it is possible to de
mine the absorption line shape from VES data.

As in any spectroscopic technique, VES has an ins
ment resolution function. If this is small compared to t
vibrational linewidth, the vibrational echo spectrum at t
polarization level is identical to the absorption spectru

d
ssa

ab-
s a

k-

t
o

FIG. 4. Calculations to illustrateT2 contrast. The system is two Gaussian
The ‘‘solvent’’ Gaussian has an amplitude of 1, an inhomogeneous widt
500 cm21 and aT2 of 0.1 ps. The ‘‘chromophore’’ Gaussian has an amp
tude of 0.01, an inhomogeneous width of 50 cm21 and aT2 of 1.0 ps. The
center frequencies of both are the same. The lines illustrate a variet
delays between the two echo pulses. At a delay of 0.1 ps, the VES show
massive solvent peak with a barely visible contribution from the ch
mophore. By extending the delay to 2 ps and 5 ps, the solvent contribu
becomes less and less significant. At 10 ps, the solvent contribution is
and only the chromophore VES is visible. Spectra are normalized.

Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
Since the signal is detected at the intensity level, the vibra-
tion echo spectrum is the square of the absorption spectrum
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~see comment on inner filter effect below!. In Fig. 2, it can
be seen that the echo spectrum in panel B is narrower
the absorption spectrum in panel A. Figure 5 illustrates
sensitivity of the vibrational echo spectrum to changes
width. The instrument resolution function is determined
the laser bandwidth. For the examples in Fig. 5, the ba
width is 1 cm21 while the absorption linewidths are mor
than 10 times greater. In this case, the instrument functio
negligible. The calculated curves in Fig. 5 are the square
Voight profiles, i.e., the square of the convolution of
Gaussian inhomogeneous line with a Lorentzian homo
neous line. In each calculation, the Lorentzian width is fix
at 15 cm21 while the Gaussian width is varied from 10 cm21

to 20 cm21. As the inhomogeneous width broadens, the
brational echo spectrum broadens. The increase in widt
less than the 5 cm21 increment because of the relative
large, fixed homogeneous contribution. Nonetheless,
change in the calculated vibrational echo spectrum is cle
discernible. To determine the absorption line shape for
experimental situation like the one depicted in Fig. 5, the l
shape is fit to the square of a Voight profile. Once a satis
tory fit is achieved, the absorption spectrum is the Voig
used to obtained the fit. However, as in any spectroscop
the laser bandwidth is comparable to the spectral width,
VES will be broadened. In this case, the VES calculation
be performed using the known characteristics of the la
spectrum and varying the input absorption spectrum unt
fit to the data is achieved.

In most situations in which VES might be used, the
brational echo spectrum is related to the absorption spec
as described above. However, there is another factor tha
influence the shape of the vibrational echo spectrum, i.e.,
inner filter effect on nonlinear spectroscopy.38 Consider the
type of spectrum displayed in Fig. 2. If the peak of the a
sorption spectrum has a large absorbance, then the i
pulses and the out going vibrational echo signal will be s

FIG. 5. Inhomogeneous linewidth dependence. VES calculations using
laser bandwidth of 1 cm21 and fixed homogeneous line width of 15 cm21.
The lines represent spectra for various inhomogeneous linewidths. Thi
ample illustrates that small differences in the line width can be seen.
VES can be fit, and the absorption spectrum can be recovered.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
nificantly attenuated at the peak of the spectrum but not
the wings. This will make the signal artificially small at the
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peak compared to the wings. The result is broadening of
spectrum and a change in shape. It is possible to calcula
correction for the inner filter effect. The result is given in E
~14! below, and the derivation is given in the Appendix.
some situations, the desired spectrum is a small contribu
to a large background, e.g., see Fig. 3. In this case, the s
tral feature of interest contributes little to the over all abso
tion. The shape of the vibrational echo spectrum is
changed as long as the background does not change a
bance substantially across the wavelength range of inte
This is the situation shown below for Mb-CO.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

VES requires a tunable source of infrared pulses. Th
can be provided by conventional laser systems using op
parametric amplifiers to down convert visible or near-
light into the mid-IR or far-IR region necessary to perfor
vibrational spectroscopy. In the experiments presented be
on Mb-CO, vibrational echo decays2 and vibrational echo
spectra were taken with the stanford free electron la
~FEL!.3

The experiments described below were performed us
infrared pulses near;5 mm. The FEL generates nearly tran
form limited pulses with a pulse duration that is adjusta
between 0.7 ps and 2 ps. Active frequency stabilization
lows wavelength drifts to be limited to,0.2 cm21. The pulse
duration and spectrum were monitored continuously with
autocorrelator and a grating monochromator, respectiv
The FEL produces a;2 ms macropulse at a;5 Hz repeti-
tion rate. Each macropulse consists of the ps micropulses
repetition rate of 11.8 MHz~84.7 ns!. The micropulse energy
at the input to experimental optics is 0.5–1.0mJ.

In vibrational experiments, virtually all power absorbe
by the sample is deposited as heat. To avoid sample hea
problems, micropulses are selected out of each macropul
a repetition rate of 25–60 kHz by Ge acousto-optic modu
tor single pulse selectors. This pulse selection yields an
fective experimental repetition rate of;1 kHz, and an aver-
age power,0.5 mW.

The two pulses for the VES experiment were obtain
using a 10%R beam splitter. The 10% beam is single pu
selected using an Ge AOM and sent through a compu
controlled stepper motor delay line. The remaining porti
~second pulse in the vibrational echo pulse sequence! is
single pulse selected by a second Ge AOM. The first AO
selects pulses at 25 kHz, i.e., half the rate of the sec
pulse, permitting subtraction of scattered light backgrou
generated by the stronger pulse that is also spatially close
the vibrational echo signal. The two pulses were focused
the sample to;50 mm diameter spots using an off-axis par
bolic reflector for achromatic focusing of the IR. The vibr
tional echo signals are measured with an InSb detector, g
integrators, and digitized for collection by computer.

Careful studies of power dependence and repetition
dependence of the data were performed. It was determ
that there were no heating or other unwanted effects w
vibrational echo experiments were performed with pulse

ed

x-
e

5461Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
inergies of;200 nJ and an effective repetition rate of 1 kHz
~50 kHz during each macropulse!.
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In the data presented here, VES measurements w
made at a number of fixed frequency points rather than c
tinuously scanning the FEL. The data collection at fix
points was necessary because of the configuration of
FEL. It is possible to scan the FEL continuously, and it
also possible to scan OPA based systems continuously
recent VES experiments, currently under investigation,
have been able to perform the VES experiment while sc
ning the FEL. This advance has greatly increased our
quency resolution and decreased our experimental ti
These details will be published subsequently.41

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first VES experiments were conducted on CO bou
to myoglobin in 22 mol% ethylene glycol:water at 280 K
Myoglobin is a protein used in the storage and transpor
O2 in muscle tissues. In this system, another biologica
relevant ligand, CO is bound at the active site of this prote
There have been a number of detailed vibrational echo de
studies of this Mb-CO system and similar systems.2,3,42,43

Conformational variations in the protein structure result
the CO stretching mode having three bands, labe
A0(;1969 cm21), A1(;1945 cm21), and A3

(;1930 cm21) in decreasing frequency.44 Many external pa-
rameters, such as temperature, pH, and solvent viscosity can
sig-nificantly change the relative populations of the th
conformations.44,45

Figure 6 displays the absorption spectrum of Mb-C
The Mb-CO spectrum is a small feature at;1950 cm21 on
top of a background with absorbance;1. The background is
composed of absorption by both the protein and the solv
To obtain a CO spectrum that is clearly visible above
background, it is necessary to prepare a sample with a
concentration of protein~15–20 mM! in a short path length
cell ~200 mm! to reduce the contribution to the backgrou

FIG. 6. Fourier transform infrared spectrum of Mb-CO. TheA1 CO mode is
indicated with an arrow. The CO mode is on top of a broad backgroun
high concentration, low absorbing species. Because of the high protein
centration, the light at frequencies above 2700 cm21 and below 1600 cm21

is completely absorbed.

5462 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
from the solvent. Since there is one CO per protein molecul
the background arising from the protein cannot be reduce
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At frequencies above;2700 cm21 and below 1600 cm21,
the sample absorbs essentially all of the light. Figure 7~A!
displays an expanded view of the region of the Mb-CO sp
trum. TheA1 peak is the largest peak with theA0 peak dis-
cernible at;1969 cm21. A3 is a shoulder on the red side o
A1 .44,45 The A1 peak has an absorbance of;0.3 above the
background.

Figure 7~B! displays VES data~squares! for Mb-CO
along with a theoretical calculation of the vibrational ec
spectrum. As discussed in Sec. IV, the spectrum was ta
point by point because the FEL could not be continuou
scanned in the configuration used for these experiments.
amplitude of each point was determined from the magnitu
of the vibrational echo signal at a fixed delayt. Figure 7~A!
displays an expanded view of the Mb-CO absorption sp
trum scaled to facilitate direct comparison to the VES da
Note that the absorption axis in Fig. 7~A! begins at 0.90. The
VES data points in Fig. 7~B! display the square roots of th
VES signal at a range of frequencies (Dl50.01mm) at t
50. As the laser wavelength is changed, there is so
change in the pulse intensity. This change in intensity w
wavelength will effect the magnitude of the signal. Ther
fore, the signal was normalized to the laser intensity. T
VES signal is proportional toI 0

3, whereI 0 is the input inten-
sity if the sample is optically thin. This is also the approp
ate normalization factor if the sample is not optically thin b
the absorbance does not change with wavelength over

f
n-

FIG. 7. Example of data and comparison to theory and spectrum.~A! The
Mb-CO absorption spectrum, a magnification of data shown in Fig. 6. N
that the background~protein and solvent! have an absorbance of;0.95. The
A1 peak has an absorption of about 0.3 above this background.~B! The
square root of the experimental vibrational echo intensities at a fixed p
delay with the laser wavelength varied~squares!. The VES gives a line
shape wider than the absorbance spectrum. The solid line is a calcu
VES using known parameters~see text for details!. The important feature of
the VES is that it reproduces the spectrum with zero background.

Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
e,
d.
spectral range of interest. Figure 7~B! shows the square root
of the VES data withI 0

3 normalization.
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For a sample which is not optically thin and there is
substantial wavelength dependence of the absorbanc
more detailed normalization factor is required. Each wa
length is normalized by a factorN(v), which has the form

N~v!5I 0
3~v!exp~2A~v!!H @12exp~2A~v!!#

A~v! J 2

, ~14!

where A(v) is the sample’s wavelength dependent abs
bance. The correction factor for this inner filter effect can
obtained using a conventional IR absorbance spectrum a
measurement of the wavelength dependence of the rela
input intensity,I 0 . The derivation of Eq.~14! is presented in
the Appendix. Equation~14! applies for the laser bandwidth
that are small compared to the wavelength differences o
which the absorbance changes significantly. It can be ge
alized for situations in which the laser bandwidth is lar
compared to the wavelength difference. For the Mb-C
sample, the background is fairly flat and the peak is sm
compared to the background. Therefore, corrections for
inner filter effect are not large, and they have not been
cluded in the analysis.

In Fig. 7~B!, the square root of the vibrational echo spe
trum is presented because it is more closely related to
absorption spectrum. As discussed above, the vibratio
echo spectrum at the polarization level is directly related
the absorption spectrum. The height of the spectrum
been scaled to 1. Unlike the absorption spectrum in F
7~A!, the vibrational echo spectrum has zero backgrou
The protein and solvent do not contribute to the vibratio
echo spectrum in the vicinity of 1950 cm21 although they
dominate the absorption spectrum~see Fig. 6!. The vibra-
tional echo spectrum displays no background even witt
50. This indicates that the selectivity arises from differenc
in transition moments rather than inT2s ~see Fig. 2 and the
surrounding discussion!. However, even att50, a difference
in T2’s will contribute to background suppression if th
pulses are significantly longer than the backgroundT2 but
comparable to or longer than theT2 of the peaks of interest
The width of the vibrational echo spectrum in Fig. 7~B! is
somewhat wider than the absorption spectrum because
bandwidth of the laser~13 cm21! is comparable to the spec
tral linewidth.

The solid line in Fig. 7~B! is the calculated vibrationa
echo spectrum using the procedures outlined in Sec. II.
spectrum was modeled as having three independent tra
tions at different center frequencies but with the same ho
geneous widths, inhomogeneous widths, and transition
pole moments as theA1 state. The homogeneous width w
determined using a vibrational echo decay. The echo de
experiments show that the linewidth arises predomina
from inhomogeneous broadening. The absorption linewi
of the A1 peak was determined from spectra. There is so
uncertainty in this width because of the overlapping lines a
the large background absorption. The center frequencie
the three transition are those reported in the literature44,46and
given above. The pulse duration, spectral width, and shap
the laser pulses are known from autocorrelations and spe

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
The only adjustable parameters used were the relative amp
tudes of the three lines. Since the transition moments are t
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same, the relative amplitudes are determined by the rela
populations~concentrations! of the three structural states. I
the calculation displayed in Fig. 7~B!, the relative popula-
tions of theA0 , A1 , and A3 modes are;3%, ;95%, and
;2%, respectively. Like the data, the solid line is the squ
root of the calculated vibrational echo spectrum. As can
seen, the calculation matches the experimental results q
well. While theA3 line is not visible as a distinct peak, it wa
found that without including it in the calculation, the hig
energy side of the calculated spectrum fell off much fas
than the data.

The important point demonstrated by Fig. 7~B! is that
the theoretical development outline in Sec. II can reprod
the VES data. In this case, information from the absorpt
spectrum was used to show that the VES data could be
produced. The utility of VES will be in situations where th
absorption spectrum is not available. The close agreem
between the data and the calculations indicate that
method can be used to extract reliable spectroscopic in
mation.

Figure 8 shows the VES data at two delay times,t. The
zero delay is the same data shown in Fig. 7~B!. The 2 ps
delay data are a mild demonstration of the type ofT2 peak
selectivity shown in theoretical curves in Fig. 2. The VE
spectra were normalized at theA1 center peak. As can be
seen from the data, the other conformer dephasing times
different than that of theA1 conformer. While the difference
is small, theA0 peak is clearly enhanced relative to theA1

peak at the longer delay. This indicates that the depha
time of theA0 mode is slower than that of theA1 .

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Vibrational echo spectroscopy was described theor
cally and illustrated with experiments on the vibration
stretching mode of CO bound to the active site of the prote
myoglobin. VES employs the vibrational echo pulse s

FIG. 8. VES spectra at two pulse delays. The squares are the same
shown in Fig. 7 which are for zero delay. The circles are for the sa
sample but at a delay between the pulses of 2.5 ps. The spectrum is no
ized because the absolute size of the VES spectrum is smaller at lo
delay. TheA0 mode ~peak at 1966 cm21! is enhanced relative to theA1

mode ~peak at 1945 cm21! because theA0 mode has a slightly~;20%!
longerT2 than that of theA1 .

5463Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
li-
he
quence to take vibrational spectra rather than the normal ap-
plication of ultrafast IR vibrational echoes, the study of vi-
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brational homogeneous dephasing dynamics in conde
phases. The theory and experiments demonstrate that
has the ability to suppress a broad, highly absorbing ba
ground to enhance the spectrum of the peaks of interest.
suppression can occur either through transition dipole m
ment selectivity or through homogeneousT2 selectivity. It is
also possible to accentuate certain spectral lines over ot
under the right circumstances. In some respects, VES is
to techniques commonly used in NMR, which are absen
conventional vibrational spectroscopy. VES uses a cohe
pulse sequence to take a spectrum while eliminating
wanted aspects of the spectrum. The technique is most
NMR whenT2 selectivity is used to change the relative a
plitude of spectral peaks. In this application, VES is a type
two-dimensional vibrational spectroscopy. The two dime
sions are frequency and the time,t, in the echo pulse se
quence.

In the experiments, the vibrational echo spectrum w
taken point-by-point because of the nature of the free e
tron laser used to do the experiments. It is possible for
FEL to be configured to scan continuously. Therefore, sp
tra could be taken in a more conventional manner. It is
necessary to use a FEL to perform VES experiments. IR
be generated using optical parametric amplifiers pumped
conventional lasers. Commercial IR OPAs are available
can be pumped by commercial laser systems. Theref
VES can be performed with commercial table top laser s
tems.

Ultrafast infrared vibrational echo experiments and V
are initial steps in the development of coherent vibratio
spectroscopy of complex condensed matter molecular
tems. As ultrafast IR sources become more available, the
of coherent IR pulse sequence spectroscopic techniques
become increasingly important tools in the study of comp
molecular systems.
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APPENDIX: THE INNER FILTER NORMALIZATION

This Appendix shows the derivation of Eq.~14!, the cor-
rection for the inner filter effect. Consistent with the pertu
bation treatment used in the derivations of the VES, the
periment is assumed to be conducted in the low power lim
Therefore, the polarization generated by the sample is ne

5464 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998
gible compared to the electric field of the excitation pulse
and does not contribute to field seen by the molecular vibra
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tions. The absorbance is assumed to not change significa
across the laser bandwidth. The treatment can be genera
to laser bandwidths that are large compared to wavelen
differences on which significant changes in absorbance
cur.

Consider a sample with thicknessL that is divided intoN
slices. Beer’s law shows that the electric field transmiss
through a slice of lengthl is

E5E0 expS 2
eml

2 D , ~A1!

whereE0 is the input electric field,e is the extinction coef-
ficient,m is the concentration, andl is the path length. While
there may be several species of varying extinction coe
cients and concentrations contribution to the absorption, o
the producta5em matters. The first slice of the samp
generates a polarization at the back of the first slice prop
tional to

P~ l !5gE0
3 expS 2

aL

2 D . ~A2!

The polarization is related toE0
3 because there are three in

teractions with the field in the vibrational echo experime
as detailed above. The exponential term is the attenuatio
the signal as it passes through the rest of the sample.g con-
tains all other factors influencing the polarization such as
concentration and transition dipole matrix element of t
molecular oscillator giving rise to the echo signal.

The contribution to the polarization at the back of t
sample from thei th slice is

P~ i !5gFE0 expS 2
a i l

2N D G3

expS 2a~N2 i !l

2N D . ~A3!

The first term in brackets is the electric field, attenuated
passage throughi slices, cubed. The second term is the
tenuation of the polarization generated in thei th slice as it
passes through the subsequentN2 i slices. Nl5L, the
sample thickness. The total signal at the back of the sam
is the absolute value squared of the sum of the polariza
from each slice at the back of the sample,

S5U(
i 51

N

P~ i !U2

5U(
i 51

N

gFE0 expS 2
a i l

2N D G3

3expS 2
a~N2 i !l

2N D Y NU2

. ~A4!

The N in the denominator is a normalization factor that pr
vents the signal from growing as the number of slices in
sum is increased. For the beam propagation direction al
the x axis, taking the limitN→` yields an integral of the
form

S5UgE0
3

L E
0

L

dx expS 2
3

2
ax2

1

2
a~L2x! DU2

, ~A5!

and rearranging gives,

gE3 aL L 2

Rector, Zimdars, and Fayer
s
-

S5U 0

L
expS 2

2 D E
0

dx exp~2ax!U . ~A6!
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Evaluation of the integral yields,

S5UgE0
3

aL
expS 2

aL

2 D @12exp~2aL !#U2

. ~A7!

The only complex quantity in Eq.~A7! is the electric field.
Taking the absolute value squared gives the intensity. Th

S5g2I 0
3 exp~2A!H @12exp~2A!#

A J 2

, ~A8!

wherea l 5A, the absorbance.
Normalization for the inner filter effect of the VES mu

be performed at each wavelength since the absorbanc
wavelength dependent,A(v). A(v) is determined by a con
ventional IR spectrum. If the laser intensity varies w
wavelength, thenI 0

3(v) can be measured as the laser wa
length is scanned. The inner filter wavelength normalizat
factor, N(v), is a relative scaling of the spectrum and
independent of the factors contained ing that determine the
absolute size of the spectrum. Therefore, the inner fi
wavelength dependent normalization factor is

N~v!5I 0
3~v!exp~2A~v!!H @12exp~2A~v!!#

A~v! J 2

.

~A9!
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